
The 

JOINT STATEMENT 

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION AND NATIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

The High-Priority Need to Initiate Immediate Programs Aimed 

at Preparing More Negro Students for Medicine and Allied Fields 

Current ly there are more than 300,000 physici~ns in the United States. 

number of Negro physicians, e1L;bo;,~~' ~~ot 4i~(j 
proportion to the Ne wro gopulation (22 
~- a ~o1(Q../ 

million). ~ m~al schools 

Many in fact are a~ively searching ~Y ·accept q.ualj H.~d ~egro student, . 

for qualifi e d Negro applicants. 

The severity of the problem of attracting Neg;oes into me dici!1.e i.s 

evidenced by the fact that during the decade 1955-1964 the number of Negroes 

obtaining their MD degree (an average of 166 per year) remained static while 

,"' the total number of graduates increased steadily each year. There has been 

no significant increase in the number of Negro applicants to medical schools 

for two decades and the rate of increase actually has declined since 1955. 

Furthermore, most Negro MD's are compelled by financial p~oblems to enter 

practice immediately upon completion of their internships. Consequently, only 

a small percentage have sought certification by specialty boards.'7. 

The Liaison Committee of the American Me dical Association and the National 

Medical As~ ociation have jointly concluded that it is imperative for medical 

schools, s e condary and elementary schools and other segments of society to 

implement i mmedi a te steps aimed at motivating and academically preparing a 

greater number o f Negro students for careers in me di cine . 
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The difficulty in finding more than a few promising candidates reflects 

--eultatai arrd educational problems stretching back to the of instruc-

tion in the secondary and primary grades, and that of in 

the home. 

Therefore , the AMA and t he NMA conclude that genuine solutions to the 

problem of increasing the supply of Negro physicians must emana te through 

improved curriculums, better teaching and specialized courses or training 

at all school levels for promising Negro students. 

The AMA and the NMA urge all medical schools to develop programs in 

which they can work closely with deans of undergraduate schools to identify 

potentially qualifi~d cc.nJida.tes for medical udwol and see that they are 

given sound, professional guidance in their collegiate preparation. 

The two Associations also urge that: 

* Special college courses be developed for ~ students, 
\..,./" 

* Additional scholarship aid be established at both the 

college and medical school level for Negro students 

aspiring to enter medicine and allied professions. 

* Medical schools take innovat ive steps to salvage those 

marginally qualified Negro applicants. ~ 

* Faculties and curriculums be strengthened at H;a~i~ ~ ~ 
sity College of Libera l Arts ; and Fisk University, ~ h-e ~~ 

( I { 
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sources of stud•2nts enrolled at the Howard University 

College of Medi cine and Meharry Medical College, the 

two predominantly Negro medical schools. 

their experiences. 

* All medical societies, medical schools and related groups 

expand their careers programming with students, parents 

and guidance counselors at s chooJ s of 2.ll levels to in · 

elude essential information about the opportunities existing 

~t£tl~~egroes in medicine and allied fields and that a special 

~-~ effort be made to assure that this information reaches 

counselors and studen~ predominantly Negro 

~ colleges. 

The American Medical Association and the National Medical Association 

believe that the goal of attaining a greater number of Negro physicians and 

other Negro health professions can be achieved only through early implementa-

tion of the aforementioned measures and other innovative steps that are in 
tU)__ ~ .. ~ .L l/l~""..J ~ h oil 'n 

the best interests of "the Neg"" rae.,., medicine and the nation. ~~ ~ 
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